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Abstracti The Doppler-shiftattenuationmethodwas usedto measurelife-
timesof superdeformed(SD) statesfor both theyraatandthefist excitedsu-
perdeformedbaud of lgOHg.Intrinsicquadruple momentsQOwereextracted.
Forthe firsttime,the dipoletransitionrateshavebeenextractedfor the inter-
band transitionswhichconnectthe excitedSD band to the yraatstatesin the
secondminimum.Theresultssupporttheinterpretationof theexcitedSDband
as a rotationalband builton an octupolevibration.

INTRODUCTION

The first excited SD band in the 190Hgnucleushas a rather unusualbehavior,
when compared with excited SD bands in other nuclei of the region [1, 2, 3, 4].
In particular, this SD band decays entirely into the yra.stSD band, instead of
decaying directly towards the normal deformed states. The inter-band transi-
tions, probably of El character, linking this band to the yrast SD band were
observed [2, 3] allowingfor the excitation energy,spinsmd possibleparity to be
determinedrelative to the yrast SD band. At the point of decay into the yrast
SD bzmd,the excitation energy of this excited band is 911 keV, i.e. lower than
would be expected for a two quasiparticleexcitation. The dynamic moment of
inertia 9(2) for the excited band is essentiallyflat as a function of rotational
frequency and about 20% larger than that of any SD band in the A=190 re-
gion of superdeformation. When this excited band and its decay pattern were
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observed for the first time, it was proposed that this could correspond to a
rotational band built on an octupole-vibrational phonon in the SD well [3].

The results from the presentwork provide answersto some of the remainiig
questions regarding th~ excited band. Fust, the dipole transition rates for
the Iiing transitionswere determined. Second, the quadruple moments, Qo,
were extracted for both the excited and the yrast SD band.

LIFETIMES AND TRANSITION RATES

Superdeformed states in lgOHgwere populated with the 160Gd(34S,4n) reac-
tion at a beam ener~ of 159 MeV. The beam was provided by the 88-Imh
Cyclotron at LBNL. A 160Gdtarget (1.17 mg/cm2) evaporated onto a thick
(13 mg/cm2) Au backing was used. The ~ rays were detected by the Garn-
masphere array, which consisted of 87 Compton-supprwsed Ge detectors at
the time of the experiment. A total of 1.1 x 109 events with fold ~ 4 was
recorded. The data weresorted into a number of spectra gated by triple coinci-
dence windows placed on combinationsof transitionsin the SD bands. Spectra
corresponding to each of the angular rings of Gammaspherewere constructed
individually. In order to derive lifetimesand transition rates from the data, a
Doppler shift attenuationmethod (DSAM) snalysisw-asperformed. Linear fits
of ~ versus COS(0)were performed using the fist-order Doppler shfi expres-
sion ~ = E70[I +~oF(T)cos(0)] to extract the F(r) valuesand unshifted~-ray
energiesI?v O.The F(7) valuesare presentedin Fig. 1 ss a function of the -y-ray
energy for transitions in both bands and for the four linking transitions. The
intrinsicquadruple momentsQOof the two SD bands wereextracted from the
experimentalF(T) valuesusingthe computer code FITFTAU [6]which requires
a velocity profile for the recoiliig residuesand a model for y-ray decay of the
SD cascade. The velocity profilesof the recoiling Hg ions in the target and the
Au backing were calculated using the code TRIM, version 1995, by Ziegler [7].
The following assumptionsare made for the decay cascade: (1) the Q. values
are the same for all SD levels within a band, (2) the sidefeedinginto each SD
state is approximated by a singlerotational cascade (with the number of tran-
sitions in the sidefeeding cascade proportional to the number of transitions in
the main band above the stateof interest), having the same $3(21moment ss the
main band, and controlled by a sidefeedingquadruple moment QSf (assumed
to remainthe same throughout an entireSD band), and (3) a one-step delay at
the top of all feeder cascadeswss parameterizedby a single lifetimeT,f. A X2
minimizationusing the fit parametersQo, Qsf, ~cl T’f wss then performed to

the measured ~(~) values. Results from the fit are illustratedin Fig. 1. It is
clear that the QOmomentsfor both SD bands are the samewithintheir respec-
tive error bars. Using the liietimesderived from the present analysis and the
branchingratios from ref. [4],absolutetransitionratesfor the dipole inter-band
transitionsband transitionswere calculated under the assumptionof either El
or Ml character using the expressionsB(E1) = 6.288 x 10-1613.R./~E~ and
B(M1) = 5.687x 10-14B.R./~E~, respectively. Here B.R. is the out-of-band
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Figure 1.1 Measured fractional shifts E’(r) for~-rays in the two SD bands (1 and 2)

and for the inter-band transitions in lgOHg The. F’(T) values for the linking transitions are

plotted at the ~-ray energiesof the correspondingin-band transitions of band 2. The solid
and dashed cuwes represent the best fits correspondingto the values of the Q. moment

given in the figure.

branchiig ratio, I?v is the -pray energy in MeV, and r is the mean lifetime of
the SD level in seconds. The resultsare presentedin Table 1.

Table 1.1 Information obtained for the dipole transitions linking band 2 and band 1. The

reduced matrix elements assumingpure El or Ml radiation are given in terms of Weisskopf
units.

2Yan3ition Inter-band Lifetime B(E1) B(M1)
energy branching of level (W.u. XlO-’) (W.u.)
(kc-V) ratio (f..)

757 0.23 (8) 110 (20) 1.5 (6) 0.16 (6)
812 0.29 (10) 130 (30) 1.2 (5) 0.13 (5)
864 0.50 (16) 100 (20) 2.3 (9) 0.25 (9)
911 0.67 (27) 110(20) 2.5 (11) 0.26 (12)

DISCUSSION

B(J41) values of the magnitude seen in Table 1 have been observed between
strongly coupled signature-partnerbands in odd-A SD nuclei [3, 4]. However,
in the even-A lgOHgnucleus,the yrast SD band is most Iiiely based on the fully
paired vacuum state. Any excited SD band based on a quasiparticleexcitation
would be very unliiely to decay to the yrast band through kfl transitions of
such large strength. Conversely, while the observed B (El) rates are orders
of magnitude larger than those seen in deformed nuclei, they are of the same
order as those reported for J?31inter-band transitions in nuclei with a sub-
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stantial dipole moment arishg from octupole collectivity, as is.the case, for
example, in some nuclei of the actinide region [8]. Therefore, the measured
B(H) rates can be viewed as strong evidence in support of the interpretation
of the excited SD band as a rotationalband associatedwith the lowestoctupole
vibrational mode. In the calculationsof ref. [5], the latter is proposed to be the
K = 2, a = 1 octupole excitation, although there is considerablemixing with
other low-lying octupole excitations in the region of frequency where the band
is observed experimentally [3, 4]. It should be pointed out that further support
for the assignmentof a 131character to the inter-band transitionacomes from
the analogy with the situation in 194Hg where titer-band transitionahave re-
cently been observed between bands 3 and 1 and have been shown to have J?31
chamcter [9]. In addition, the direct comparison of the quadruple moments
of the two bands as shown in Figure 1, indicates a differencein the quadruple
momentsof AQO = 0.1+ 1.9 eb. If the difference in ‘3(21momentsbetween the
two bands (A $3(2)= 15h2/MeV) was simply due to a difference in deforma-
tion, then at a rotational frequency of h & 0.28 MeV, the expected difference
in the quadruple moment would be AQO > 5 eb. Such a difference is well
outside the limits imposed by the data. This is consistentwith the assumption
of equal quadruple moments used in the RPA calculations of Nakatsukasaet
al [5]. In summary, the fact that (i) no diiTerencesin deformation are found
between the two SD bands, and (ii) that the absolute transition rates for the
Iiig dipole transitions are large favors the interpretationof the excited SD
band as a rotational band built on an octupole vibration.

This work is supported by the US Department of Energy, Nuclear Physics
Division, under contracts no. W-31-109-ENG-38, and DEFG05-88ER40411.
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Figure 1.1 Measured fractional shifts F(T)
fory-rays inthetwo SD bands (land2)
and for theinter-band transitions in lgOHg
The. F(T) values for the linking transi-
tions are plotted at the ~-ray energies of
the corresponding in-band transitions of
band 2. The solid and dashed curves rep-
resent the best fits corresponding to the
values of the QO moment given in the fig-
ure.
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